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In almost every culture and every period of history, a she-devil emerges as an example of all that is rotten in the female sex. This Medusa draws together the many forms of female perversion: a woman whose sexuality is debauched and foul, pornographic and bisexual; a woman who knows none of the fine and noble instincts when it comes to men and children; a woman who lies and deceives, manipulates and corrupts. A woman who is clever and powerful. This is a woman who is far deadlier than the male, in fact not a woman at all.¹

Women perpetrate violence in global politics. When they do, however, their actions are portrayed to the public in stories that emphasize their singularity and deny their agency in their own violence.² Specifically, in news stories and academic work, women engaged in political violence are often depicted as sexual deviants, emphasizing the sexual nature of their dress, mannerisms, and behavior. One researcher even explains women’s ‘erotomania’ as ‘the primary reason’ why women become terrorists.³ In accounts of Bernardine Dohrn, a female leader of the United States’ Weather Underground, references to her miniskirts, high boots, and breasts are as frequent as descriptions of her terrorist acts.⁴ The IRA’s Maureen O’Hara is described as having ‘relied upon her outstanding figure, red hair, and outstandingly pretty face to lure British soldiers to overdrink, overreach, then die slowly and horribly’.⁵ Descriptions of women’s non-terrorist violence are also
often dependent on sexual language. For example, stories about the women implicated in the prisoner abuse at Abu Ghraib emphasize their sexual dependence.6

The prominence of sexual language in descriptions of women’s violence and terrorism serves to undermine women’s agency in their violence. Sexualized stories of violent women can be characterized as ‘whore’ narratives, which reduce women to their sexuality and obscure investigation of women’s actual motives. This article explores the empirical employment of the whore narratives in depictions of women’s violence as well as their implications for the study of global politics.

Before proceeding, a quick note on what this article is and is not seems appropriate. The article accepts the empirical reality that men perpetrate the vast majority of violence in global politics. It further acknowledges the ‘role of phallocentric ideology and a constructed hegemonic masculinity on the choice made by men to perpetrate violence against women and children’.7 It is not arguing that women are violent in a way that makes their violence somehow equivalent to men’s. Instead, it argues that, when women are violent, both political and academic reactions stereotype violent women as sexually deviant, robbing them of agency and betraying a larger problem with our understandings of women’s roles in politics and international relations.8

As such, this article begins by presenting the puzzle of the perceived singularity of women’s violence: why is women’s violence seen differently than men’s? Specifically, why is it that each woman’s violence is portrayed as singular and aberrant? The article then explores the sexualization of women’s violence as a trend throughout history. Next, it details two strands of the whore narrative frequently employed in the ‘war on terror’: that of violent women’s sexual obsession, and that of violent women’s sexual dysfunction. It concludes by arguing that the whore narrative has important implications for the study of global politics, revealing new complexities for global gender inequality and suggesting a new approach to the study of individuals in international relations.

THE DOUBLE TRANSGRESSION OF WOMEN’S VIOLENCE

Scholars of gender and international relations have identified a paradox of women’s integration into global politics: women participate more in areas traditionally reserved for men, but stereotypes about what women should and should not be doing are not disappearing at the same pace.9 Instead, women’s integration into global politics has sacrificed as little white male privilege as possible, and the process has paid little attention to the discursive and performative elements of gender subordination (such as stereotypical narratives).10

Some scholars herald women’s participation in political and criminal violence as proof of gender equality.11 At first, this appears to be a logical inference: certainly, violence is one of the last domains of male hegemony. Still, looking at how violent women are portrayed shows that a subtler gender subordination has replaced the outright exclusion of women. Women’s participation in ‘the same’ violence men participate in does not by itself mean they have a gender-equal or gender-neutral role in global politics.12 First, the relatively small percentage of women who commit war crimes and terrorism receive a disproportionate amount of media attention.13 Women who commit violence are often identified not as terrorists or war criminals, but as women terrorists and women war criminals.

The gendered nature of these portrayals betrays an assumption that women’s violence is different and more deviant than men’s. Studying women’s crimes in the United States, Carol Smart recognized that girls with a criminal record are three times...
more likely to be recommended for institutionalization than boys, because girls’ crimes were viewed as sexually deviant. Smart found that many in the criminal justice system viewed female deviancy as due to a ‘much deeper pathology than deviancy by a male’. These observations translate to the realm of global politics. Indeed, Helena Kennedy finds that female terrorists, such as women in the Weather Underground and the Baader-Meinhof Gang, ‘have all provoked more interest and speculation than their male comrades’. This interest, however, has little to do with female terrorists’ politics. Instead, it betrays a fascination with women terrorists’ ‘sexual liberation’, which sparks the interest of ‘their male voyeur’.

Many characterizations of violent women link sexual deviance and engagement in violence. In these stories, women are not terrorists and violent criminals but sexually disturbed – or, worse, sexual victims. An unhealthily strong sexual drive or sexual deviance and dependence are seen as root causes of female violence. Given the link between sex and women’s violence, a woman is not responsible for her violent actions because she is compelled to them by a combination of sexual instinct and victimization. A woman who can decide to commit a violent crime defies the stereotype of female helplessness and peacefulness. Instead of acknowledging the falseness of the underlying stereotype, public and publicized stories emphasize the singularity of violent women through sexual depictions.

The reality is that women who commit violence interrupt gender stereotypes. Instead of requiring protection, they are the people from whom others should be protected. The reality of women’s violence, however, is buried under the language of sex in stories about them. This obfuscation occurs because stories of women’s agency in violence would interrupt dominant discourses about women’s roles generally and about women’s relationships to violence specifically. This is where the ‘double transgression’ of women’s violence becomes clear: a violent woman has committed two crimes: her violence, and defying gender stereotypes that deem her incapable of that violence. As such, acknowledging that women might choose to engage in violence would change both the way we see women and the way we see global politics. Therefore, though women’s violence receives a disproportionate amount of media attention, violent women’s stories are marginalized within whore narratives, couched in terms that deny women’s agency. These sexual descriptions of women’s violence have been a feature in historical portrayals of women’s violence.

THE HISTORIC SEXUALIZATION OF WOMEN’S VIOLENCE

Throughout history, women’s involvement with war and violence has challenged the stability of the ‘gender hierarchy’, creating fears that ‘society was on the brink of disaster’. These fears have been reflected in the sexualization of women’s violence across time and culture. By ‘sexualization’ we mean discourses which attract attention to the sexual dimensions of women and/or their violence, and away from other elements.

The sexualization of women’s violence is evident in Bible stories and Greek mythology. The Greeks constructed the myths of the terrible Gorgons, which associate women’s violence and sexual hedonism, to demonstrate the consequences of women’s deviance from traditional gender roles. The Gorgons’ violence revolved around sexuality. The Gorgons were three sisters, the most infamous of whom was Medusa. The creation of the Gorgons’ monstrousness – wings, and hair of living snakes – was said to be a curse cast by Athena on the once-beautiful Medusa after she was raped.
in Athena’s temple by Poseidon. Thus, in some accounts, it is only Medusa who has snakes for hair. The sexuality that factored in the creation of the Gorgons was also present in their violent capacities. The special power of the Gorgons was their ability to turn men to stone if those men gazed upon their monstrous beauty. The message of these myths ties women’s violence to sex, and implies that both violent and sexual deviations from prescribed gender roles will ‘damage all of civilization’. 

Greek mythology is not the only place where sex and women’s violence are related. The Bible story of Jezebel shows some similar elements. Jezebel lived at a time when Judaism was gaining support in Israel, causing political conflict between traditional polytheists and Hebrew monotheists. As queen, Jezebel killed the monotheist Hebrews and their prophets, along with anyone who stood in the way of her husband’s power. In the Old and New Testaments, Jezebel is characterized as ‘selling herself’ to idols and false gods and is thus a ‘whore’. This language of whoredom is magnified in modern accounts, where explicit sexual references are added. Jezebel has been characterized as the ‘mother of harlots and abominations of the earth’. She is the subject of country songs about sexual unfaithfulness and internet pornography about seduction. When one enters ‘Jezebel’ into a Google search, which is fast becoming the pace of American culture, a bizarre mix of biblical and lingerie websites are listed. Jezebel’s evil and violence are sexualized, setting a precedent for modern stories that depict violent women as whores.

The trend of sexualizing women’s violence can be spotted in early modern history as well. Machiavelli assumed that ‘all women within an army were prostitutes, who pursued “those vile avocations which commonly make soldiers idle and seditious”. In this passage, Machiavelli ties women’s involvement in militarized force to sexual behavior and sexual deviancy. In The Art of War, Machiavelli goes further, tying not just women’s violence but all violence to female sexuality. He explains:

Caution; for fortune is a woman, and if you wish to master her, you must strike and beat her, and you will see that she allows herself to be more easily vanquished by the rash and violent than by those who proceed more slowly and coldly. And therefore, as a woman, she favors youth more than age, for youth is less cautious and more energetic, and commands fortune with greater audacity.

Machiavelli’s association of female sexuality and chaotic violence was similar to other early modern interpretations. Between 1500 and 1650, women were active and frequent participants in European wars ‘as spies, foragers, artillery personnel, or soldiers’. Because women’s participation in military violence defied gender stereotypes, women who wanted to participate would frequently dress as men. Those who were not fighters served essential logistical functions, such as setting up camp, preparing food, nursing soldiers, and managing the transport of necessary equipment. Often, military leaders saw this involvement as threatening and unwanted. Thus, in order to ‘limit [women’s] empowerment’ they were ‘present[ed] … as dangerous sexual predators’. Women engaged in military violence or logistical support were recast as sexually deviant and it is from this that ‘camp follower’ became equated with ‘whore’.

This identification of women in militaries with prostitution did not end in the seventeenth century. Women involved in the armed services during World War II were treated in a similar manner. In wartime British society, women in the military dressed like men (in their uniforms). Some
people believed that this would lead to women acting like men as well. It was feared that the freedom women were given through their involvement in the Auxiliary Territorial Service (ATS), the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force (WAAF), and the Women’s Royal Naval Service (WRNS) would automatically lead to sexual impropriety. Women soldiers were characterized as unable to control their own behavior, and likely to become sexual playthings for the male officers.

With the rise of modern terrorism in the late 1960s, and the involvement of women in Marxist–Leninist revolutionary groups, the trend of equating women’s involvement in violence with sexuality continued. As mentioned above, in the United States, Dohrn and other Weather Underground members’ sexuality was highlighted in media accounts and academic studies. Outside the United States, one of the most flagrant examples of sexualization of women’s violence is the treatment of Leila Khaled, a Palestinian woman and long-time member of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, who captured the world’s attention when she hijacked two planes in 1969 and 1970. She was frequently depicted in a sexual light and was appropriated as the basis for the bikini- and loin-cloth-clad character, Leela, from Dr Who.

The trend to sexualize and minimize women’s political violence is an ancient and ongoing trend. Women’s role in global politics becomes fetishized by this equation of political activism and violence to sexual acts and objectification. Through sexual language, women’s agency in their own violence is distorted and perverted and femaleness more generally is debased. This trend continues in the war on terror, where a cultural dimension of the sexual discourse around women’s violence is also obvious.

Racialized Whores: Women’s Violence and Culture Clash in the War on Terror

This long trend of the sexualization of women’s violence meets a long trend of sexual discourse in international relations: one that extends from the Cold War to the war on terror. This discourse has acquired a culture-based, or Orientalist, dimension in the advent of the war on terror. Islamists often resort to the characterization of Western women as whores in order to demonstrate the superiority of their moral frameworks; in return, Western commentators often emphasize the dependence and lack of choice that women experience in conservative Islamic societies. Sexual discourses about women’s violence reflect these cultural tensions.

In the war on terror, the ‘whore’ narrative can be seen as divided into two categories: erotomania and erotic dysfunction. In the erotomania story, a violent woman commits violence because she is sex-crazed or in a sexual relationship with a male terrorist. This erotomania is often blamed on women’s need for attention because they were neglected by their fathers when they were young. According to Robin Morgan, a female terrorist forgoes her womanhood, ‘her reality’, and buys into patriarchy – committing violence because she is a sexual slave and victim, rather than because she chooses to do so. A study performed for the United States’ government distinguishes rational motivation from erotic motivation in women’s terrorism, but not in men’s. In this story, a woman’s reasons for participating are both vapid and frightening at the same time – vapid because she is driven by sex and not thought, and frightening because women are easily suggestible. Women characterized as erotomaniacs are motivated by their overwhelming perversion. According to this story, women live for or act from sex, while normal women have a discreet and
controlled sex drive, if they have any at all. This sexual deviance explains the deviance of their violence: erotomania underlies and enables women’s violence.

While the erotomania story characterizes women as obsessed with and dependent on sex with men, the erotic dysfunction narrative emphasizes women’s unwillingness or perceived inability to please men. In this story, women’s violence is blamed on irregularities in their sex lives: their inability to find a husband, their failure to have children, or their homosexuality. Women, unable or unwilling to please men, become emotionally disturbed and translate this emotional trouble into violence. The implication of the erotic dysfunction narrative is that women who commit violence do so because there is something wrong with them that stops them from fulfilling their (normal) biological destiny of becoming wives and mothers.

Both the erotomania and sexual dysfunction strands of the whore narrative are employed in the war on terror. Their employment shows not only assumptions about women, gender, and femininity, but also about cultural and political identity.

ADDICTED TO SEX (AND KILLING): THE WAR ON TERROR AND THE VIOLENT WOMAN

The erotomania narrative is evident in the war on terror; sexuality is the key factor in many media and scholarly characterizations of women actors. The erotomania story featured in coverage of American women involved in the prisoner abuse at Abu Ghraib, as well as in accounts of women involved in the terrorist groups that the United States identifies as enemies.

ALL-AMERICAN WHORES

Megan Ambuhl, Lynndie England, and Sabrina Harman were three of the seven military police officers involved in the prison sex-abuse scandal. Along with men, these women ordered, carried out and performed shockingly sexual acts, such as the molestation of a corpse, photographic documentation of molestation, forced masturbation, forced homosexual acts, and sodomy. Stories characterizing the women as perverts explained their violence through deviant sexuality, and failed to explore any other motivation for their actions. As a result, the women received an inordinate amount of attention on internet pornography sites, where their abuse fueled entertainment and not dismay. Within a month of the scandal breaking, over 200,000 porn sites featured re-enactments of the Abu Ghraib abuse, and these sites received a total of three hundred million visitors.

The three women have been primarily portrayed as depraved and hedonistic. Scholarly journals have portrayed the women’s violence as sadism, masochistic dominatrix games, bestiality, and nymphomania. Tales of the women’s sexuality formed the core of discourses about their actions. For example, Lynndie England had a child with a man involved in the scandal, Charles Graner, while Megan Ambuhl married him. These apparently sordid aspects of the women’s private lives are a feature of most public stories that focus on the depraved sexuality of these women and how their erotomania allowed for the abuse at Abu Ghraib. Such a portrayal turns the women abusers into sexual objects, not criminals; erotomaniacs, not women.

There is an element of culture clash in the portrayal of the women implicated in the Abu Ghraib prison abuse. The whore narratives around these women emphasize the titillating aspect of the white women’s power over their non-Western, Arab male prisoners. The stories of these women describe them as white American whores who are constantly screwed by white men and screw Arab men, creating a chain of
sexual power that feminizes Arab men’s masculinity. American women forcing themselves on Muslim Iraqi men re-envisions the ‘clash of civilizations’ on a very personal level. The sexualized story of Abu Ghraib sends the message that Iraqi/Islamic men can and should be humiliated, even by American’s ‘weaker’ sex. This humiliation is compounded by the larger discursive conflict about women’s sexuality, mentioned above, between the United States and certain Islamic societies. Specifically, radical Islamic rhetoric often criticizes Western women’s free sexuality. As such, the sexual abuse of men by Western white women is an ultimate torture and humiliation for a radical Islamic terrorist specifically, and, by a culture-based extension of that story, for Islamic men generally. From an American perspective, this abuse can be seen as an extreme expression of power. From the perspective of these women’s victims, sex-based stories of women abusers prove that American women are as sexually uncontrolled as Al Qaeda claims. As such, the sexual discourse about women’s violence and the Orientalist discourses about Islamic society meet in this example of the erotomania narrative.

SEX AND THE FEMALE TERRORIST: PORTRAYALS IN THE WAR ON TERROR

American women alleged to be war criminals are not the only violent women subject to the erotomania narrative in the war on terror; there is a fascinating flip-side to this sexualized and racialized discourse. While women’s involvement in terrorism is not new, the novelty of women involved in self-martyrdom in the Palestinian, Chechen, and Al Qaeda conflicts in the last decade has attracted substantial media and scholarly attention. Indeed, whilst other stories concerning women’s motivation exist, the whore narrative is prominent in ‘explaining’ these women’s choice of violence.

Since 27 January 2002, there have been ten female Palestinian self-martyrs. The first, Wafa Idris, was a divorced Red Crescent worker from the West Bank. Some stories point to her divorced status, ‘vivacious’ personality, and Westernized look (make-up and dress) to argue that her ‘blatant’ sexuality is what led Idris to become a martyr. While this may not seem like a strong indictment, in a traditional culture such as that of the Palestinian Territories, words like these condemn Idris to harlotry. Indeed, the seventh ‘successful’ female Palestinian martyr (for Hamas), Reem Al-Riyashi, allegedly acted because she was atoning for her supposed adultery. A sexual motivation was also attributed to a would-be female suicide bomber in a story that described her rejoicing that, should she complete her mission, she would become the ‘head virgin’ when virgins were presented to successful male suicide bombers in heaven.

The sexual obsession strand of the whore narrative is also prominent in American portrayals of Al Qaeda female suicide bombers. In 2006, a fake cover for Playboy with the headline, ‘Women of Al Qaeda’ was released on the internet. The cover featured the image of a woman in a bikini, posing seductively, with her head covered by the top of a burka. The message was clear: there is a relationship between sex and terror, and Al Qaeda female terrorists are at that nexus of mystery, sexuality, and death.

Similar imagery is a feature of accounts of Chechen women self-martyrs. There is a history of cultural conflict between Russia and Chechnya, often described in derogatory terms. This use of degrading rhetoric extends to the women, especially as the epithet ‘Black Widow’ is commonly used to refer to Chechen female self-martyrs. While ‘Black Widow’ is commonly used to denote a woman who becomes a suicide bomber to avenge a male relative’s death, typically her
husband, a well-represented narrative about the sale of women’s bodies to become fodder exists. Within this, the women’s actions are also eroticized because of their perceived ‘exotic’ nature.  

As Christopher Dickey portrays them, ‘Chechen women [bombers] are as much about tawdry victimization as battlefield heroics’. Chechen female suicide martyrs are often depicted as having been forcefully sold by their families to the Chechen revolutionary forces. One reporter says that the women are ‘in a situation not of their own making’ and are ‘little more than slaves’ to the men who control them. Thus the women are ‘prostituted’ to the Chechen cause with seemingly little choice in the matter and little control over their future. The stories of the Black Widows as prostitutes even contain a ‘madam’. The media report that all the Moscow female suicide martyrs have a female handler known as ‘Black Fatima’, who has been seen wearing something fit for a Bond villainess – sunglasses, fur coats, and dyed-blonde hair. She is said to drug the women’s morning orange juice before sending them out on their missions. She is also thought to be the mastermind behind the 2003 Moscow suicide bombing campaign. In these characterizations, Black Fatima, cool and mysterious, was the one in control – she determined the women’s fates and she sent them on their assignments. The madam makes the decisions, not the women, who are portrayed as helpless and innocent even as they martyr themselves.

While the stories of Western women’s erotomania portray them as sexual (if not violent) actors, the erotomania tales about the United States’ enemies in the war on terror depict them as passive victims of sexual urges assigned to them. This is an unfortunate subjugation that perpetuates, both by alluding to it in the rationale and by contributing to it, the idea that non-Western women, especially Islamic women, are controlled by men (or madams) and culture and are incapable of agency in politics or violence.

Thus women’s violence on both ‘sides’ of the war on terror is sexualized, and the sexual descriptions bear markers of cultural clash. For the women involved in Abu Ghraib, the narratives surrounding their violence not only demean the women, but ultimately demean the Iraqi men. The subtext behind women’s suicide terrorism in the Palestinian, Al Qaeda, and Chechen conflicts dismiss the women’s violence by sexualizing it and adding racial dimensions as ways of limiting women’s agency within their radical Islamic context.

SEXUAL ‘DYSFUNCTION’ AND WOMEN’S VIOLENCE

While the sexual obsession stories discussed above explain women’s violence by their insatiable and uncontrollable need to have sex with men, the sexual dysfunction narratives explain women’s violence as related to their inability (or unwillingness) to perform their basic function in life – providing men with sexual pleasure.

An early example of the sexual dysfunction narrative comes from the Amazons, the women warriors of Greek mythology. The Amazons represented the chaos that comes with the (perceived) sexual dysfunction of not needing men for anything more than non-monogamous sex. Amazonian culture was portrayed as very masculine, without a need to include men in their culture. Amazon women were ‘not gentle foes’ and carried shields, battle-axes, swords, bows, and war spears. The Amazons’ masculinity, though, was not to be honored, but criticized. They were described as physically damaged, sexually hedonistic, and unnatural. Women who either could not or refused to please men were equated with danger and violence. The Amazons’ status as warriors is problematic, but it is compounded by their choice
to reject the male-dominated lifestyle and create their own, where men are extraneous.

This characterization of violent women as sexually deviant has a prominent place in the history of accounts of women’s violence. As Gilbert explains, ‘perhaps one of the most deeply held myths about violent women involves lesbianism. If women exhibit violent tendencies, they are not women but rather masculinized.’ In the sexual dysfunction narrative, women’s destiny directly relates to their ability to please men: to serve as a ‘good wife’, bear children, and mother the children that they have borne. Many stories of violent women discuss their violence in terms of their inability to fulfill biological destiny, characterizing violent women as somehow sexually less than ‘real’ or ‘regular’ women. These stories, which we have grouped as ‘sexual dysfunction’ narratives, explain violent women as sexually deviant: either as lesbians, as infertile, or as sexually failing their men in some other way.

The language of sexual dysfunction has been applied to women serving in militaries as a way to explain away their defiance of traditional gender roles. As Leisa Meyer explains, ‘servicewomen continue to grapple with the sexual images of dyke and whore framing their participation’. Women who commit violence are more likely to experience the wrath of these stereotypical understandings. Mason applies this understanding to media characterizations of the women implicated in the abuse at Abu Ghraib:

This ‘mannish misfit’ stereotype is of course the flipside of the innocuous hillbilly gal represented by images of Jessica Lynch. Countless other commentators have noted the dichotomous way that Lyndie England was represented as a whore while Jessica Lynch was represented as an angel … If Jessica Lynch was the female Davy Crockett, Lyndie was the female version of the hillbilly rapist.

The identification of violent women as ‘mannish misfits’ judges that there is something wrong with the femininity of those women – that they are not really women at all but some sexually deviant and perverse beings from whom violence is to be expected, even though real women are not violent. This rhetoric resonates through stories of other women’s violence in the war on terror.

SHE MUST BE A DYKE: JANIS KARPINSKI AND ABU GHRAIB

In June 2003, Janis Karpinski, an army reserve general, was appointed as the head of 16 United States military prisons in Iraq. Karpinski and her reservists were trained as military police, charged with keeping order in areas where the conflict had subsided. Military prisons were a new charge, both for Karpinski and for the soldiers she commanded. Karpinski was the only female commander in the war zone, and had served as an operations and intelligence officer with the Special Forces and in the 1991 Gulf War.

When Karpinski was appointed, her womanhood was the subject of a number of newspaper articles. Stories portrayed her as a stereotypical woman, who was ‘caring’ and ‘loves her soldiers’, functioning more as a schoolteacher than a soldier. Only six months later, her soldiers were accused of pouring phosphoric liquid on detainees, beating them with a broom, and sodomizing detainees with chemical lights and broomsticks. Karpinski maintains that she was unaware of the abuse that was occurring under her command, and, in our interview, characterized herself as a convenient scapegoat in a mismanaged investigation.

In the media, the great majority of stories have accepted Karpinski’s claim that she was unaware of the abuse at Abu Ghraib while it occurred. Those who have questioned her innocence, though, have done so in very gendered terms. These
narratives characterize Karpinski as tough, masculine, and even inhuman. A Google search turns up more than a dozen results in the top 50 questioning Karpinski’s sexual preference. More specifically, these blogs, newspapers, and websites call her a ‘dyke’ or a ‘bull dyke’.

There is no evidence that Janis Karpinski is, was, or has been attracted to women. Read closely, however, these news stories do not dispute that. Those stories that use profane terms for lesbianism are not concerned with whether or not Karpinski sleeps with women. Instead, they are a metaphorical association which implies that Karpinski is somehow less of a woman: less pure and therefore less female because she was involved in heinous violence. The depiction of Karpinski as a dyke because of her (alleged) involvement with prisoner abuse at Abu Ghraib defines her in opposition to ‘real women’ who are incapable of that sort of violence. In this story, the ability to please men is key to womanhood. Lesbians are lesbians because they are unable to please men. This sexual dysfunction drives them to violence. ‘Real women’, on the other hand, can please their men, and have no need to deviate from traditional gender roles. Karpinski is alleged to have deviated from traditional gender roles, so she must be sexually dysfunctional.

This heteronormative discourse relates sexual deviance to criminality and criminality to sexual deviance. Certainly, reactions proclaiming Karpinski’s innocence because of her gender would be seen as entrenching gender subordination. Also, reactions that declare Karpinski to be less than a ‘real woman’ by blaming her actions on sexual perversion maintain gender subordination by reifying an image of ‘real women’ as by definition pure and basically good. This story of Karpinski’s sexual dysfunction has the dual result of reducing her to sexuality and excluding her from womanhood. It also affects women more broadly by pigeonholing them into a purist category that denies their ability to act or be acted upon in a way that does not exude virginity and innocence.

**Women denied: female terrorists’ fictionalized sexual desperation**

The implication of the sexual dysfunction story that violent women are, as a group, not women because their sexual perversions destroy the purity that stops real women from being able to choose to commit prescribed violence is not limited to women in the United States military. It also reverberates in characterizations of female terrorists: there must be something wrong with a woman’s femininity in order for her to be able to commit a terrorist act.

In a recent *Newsweek* article, ‘The Women of Al Qaeda’, reporter Christopher Dickey seems to indicate that women engage in political violence because of their inadequacy as wives, mothers, or sexual partners. Dickey portrays women who engage in suicide bombing as having encountered some inadequacy in their path to ideal womanhood. The article describes a woman who engaged in suicide bombing in Iraq as having ‘explosives strapped around her womb’, implying that her inability to bear children was what she was really blowing up. By using the term ‘womb’, the article exploits the role (mother) that women are supposed to play and places her innate womanhood into question by the political action that she has undertaken. This woman, Myrium Goris, is framed in terms of her failed marriages and inability to have children: so she decided to be a suicide bomber.

This is a different iteration of the sexual dysfunction narrative, but it carries many common themes. Myrium could not have children; Janis Karpinski was a lesbian; both were less qualified to be women on account of their inability or unwillingness to fill the biological destiny of bearing children for...
men. These women, Dickey implies, were so upset by their inability to please men that they lost their sanity and thus found vengeance by killing men, which real women would never do. A violent woman, therefore, is not acting on her womanhood or her humanity, or even a generic defect thereof. Instead, she is acting on the inadequacy of her womanhood. Myrium’s story is told as if she was driven not by politics or criminality, but by desperation that could only come from a woman failing at her basic purpose in life: pleasing her man. This sexual inadequacy inspired whorish violence: women who cannot satisfy, kill.

This iteration of the sexual dysfunction narrative of women’s violence is implicitly racialized as well. The relationships between women and men in Islamic societies are the subject of much discourse and fantasy in Western societies. Many American public presentations of Islamic women such as Dickey’s essentialize Islamic women as subservient to and driven by Islamic men. In the stylized story of Myrium, it is not a (white) Belgian woman who kills herself (and others) over the inability to serve a man; it is an Islamic woman who does so. The subtext of the sexual dysfunction narrative about Myrium is that Islamic women are particularly weak and dependent on men’s praise and acceptance. Discourse about the differences between Islamic cultures and those in the United States provides an important context for any political interaction, including narratives of women’s violence. The sexual dysfunction related accounts of female suicide bombers imply the (sexual) inferiority of Islamic women and the (racialized) inferiority of those women to cope sanely with that (sexual) inferiority. This is a distinction between the Western version of the sexual dysfunction narrative in Karpinski’s story and the Islamic version in Dickey’s characterization. The sexually dysfunctional Western woman is violent because she refuses to please men or rebels against her role as one who ought to please men. Islamic women are violent because there is something wrong with them that makes them unable to please men.

**Implications for the Study of Global Politics**

The frequency with which sexual language is used to describe women’s violence in global politics has several important implications for the field of international relations. The first of those implications is that it provides insight into the complexities of global gender inequality. As mentioned above, women’s participation in political and criminal violence looks like gender equality because women are engaging in a realm of global politics that was previously reserved for male participation. Women are doing the things that men do, but are not being treated the same as men. Instead, women’s participation in violence in the global arena is sensationalized in a way that perpetuates gender subordination even when women are acting outside traditional gender stereotypes. When women commit terrorist acts or war crimes, the stories told of their crimes are often in terms of sexual deviancy: either obsession or inadequacy.

These stories are a double transgression of gender inequity. First, the whore narratives reduce women to their sexuality, downplaying their agency, much like other cultural manifestations of sexual objectification. Second, they do so while appearing to maintain women’s honor (by arguing that violent women are not real women) and/or demonstrate women’s equality (through their entry into spheres where their participation was previously barred). This double transgression demonstrates that, even though the spectrum of women’s assumed capabilities has widened and its limits have become less obvious, it is not yet limitless. Further, the discursive
complexity of this sort of gender subordination signifies a sort of inequality that is understudied in international relations: women are doing ‘men’s tasks’ without equality, which reverberates into perpetuating gender stereotypes. The many meanings of inequality (women’s exclusion from certain spheres, women’s unequal pay/treatment, and discursive manifestations of gender stereotypes) could be studied in the cases of women’s integration into military organizations, gender mainstreaming in international organizations and state governments, and women’s integration into workplaces from which they were previously excluded.

The whore narrative’s employment in global politics also has implications for the ways that we study the individual in global politics. First, when individuals are studied in international relations, they are often elite male individuals. In 2001, Daniel Byman and Kenneth Pollack published an article entitled ‘Let Us Now Praise Great Men’, heralding the ‘Great Men’ who shaped the twentieth century.107 This article argued that it was important to bring the statesmen back into international relations. Byman and Pollack look only at the individual with elite power, and, even then, they focus on the male individual with elite power.

The women in this article, be they suicide bombers or military generals, are actors in global politics. Their status as actors is downplayed by the sexual discourse used to describe their roles. Women who commit political or criminal violence in international relations are an empirical manifestation of Cynthia Enloe’s proposition that the personal is international and the international is personal.108 Katharine Moon contends that we need to be ‘viewing even the most dispossessed women as “players” in world politics’, and instructs that, ‘without jumping back from two opposite poles of self-agency and victimhood’, ‘a middle ground must be found’.109 These women’s lives are international relations in a number of important ways. First, their choices matter in global politics. The choices that Lynndie England, Sabrina Harman, and Megan Ambuhl made at Abu Ghrabi reverberated throughout global politics, as have the choices of the suicide bombers. This is not to say that their choices are entirely independent of their context, but there is no evidence that they are entirely dependent on it either. Instead of seeing sexuality as a structural explanation for women’s violence, it is possible to see (broader) structural and agential variables to account for these complex decisions. Second, ‘government and media portrayals of women’s choices have implications beyond the gender subordination inherent in the … whore narratives’.110 For example, the media portrayal of Wafa Idris, Reem Al-Riyashi, and Myrium Goris as unhappy women looking for a way out of lives where they could not please or had displeased their man perpetuates subordinating images of Islamic women. It is not just the women being described by the whore narrative who are affected by it; it is women generally, who are essentialized by this treatment of violent women. Finally, if violent women’s lives are international relations, an understanding of global politics that neglects them is necessarily incomplete. A number of the women in this article, intentionally or unintentionally, influenced interstate relations.111 An understanding of interstate relations that does not account for that influence, then, lacks some explanatory power it could capture.

Insights from feminist international relations theory help to suggest new directions for the study of individual violence in global politics to capture that missing explanatory power that includes women. First, feminist international relations has come to see people as relationally autonomous, rather than either reactively autonomous or dependent.112 In other words,
people’s choices are neither completely independent of context (reactively autonomous) nor entirely involuntary (dependence), but somewhere in between, where they maintain identity independence but decide in a socially constrained world. This means that women’s violence can sometimes herald gender emancipation, at other times echo gender subordination, and at yet other times serve both functions at the same time, because no choice is completely independent either of its chooser or its context. Second, feminist international relations theory has created space for the integration of (not only elite, but also marginalized) people into global politics. This can serve as an interpretive framework for studying violent women as actors, rather than accepting the inherited whore narratives. Third, feminists have repeatedly compared the stories told about men to the stories told about women in global politics, asking where the women are and what their agency is. Applying those questions to the study of women’s violence shows that most portrayals of that violence minimize women’s choice in it, while many portrayals of men analyze their motivation as if their actions were rationally chosen. Fourth, feminists have argued that sex matters in international relations. Studies of the whore narrative can be synthesized with a research program on the sexuality of international relations. Finally, contrary to Barbara Ehrenreich’s claim, women’s violence does not demonstrate the end of the need for feminist scholarship in international relations, but instead elevates the importance of gender lenses looking for increasingly subtle, complex, and disguised ways through which gender inequity permeates international relations.
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